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Key messages

> More than 70% of egg production in India is by smallholders.

> Eggs have an important role to play in the fight against malnutrition among children under the age of five.

> Optimized feed for backyard poultry could improve egg production for farmers and deliver added nutritional value for consumers.

> Investments in the egg value chain are very effective: The cost to save one disability-adjusted life year ranges from US$30 to $76, and an investment of $1 has the potential to generate $7.85 of sustainable income in the hands of rural women.

Eggs have an important role to play in the fight against malnutrition among children under the age of five. Naturally packaged, amenable to different cuisines, and rich in protein and micronutrients, the egg holds great potential. A review article explores this in detail and makes a case that “eggs may be an uncracked part of the solution.” A recent study on the impact of consuming an egg a day suggested a 47% reduction in the prevalence of stunting and a 74% reduction in the prevalence of underweight, confirming the long-held views of advocates for eggs in the global fight against child malnutrition. More than 70% of egg production in India is by smallholders. Poultry farming has many advantages: The birds are inexpensive to house, breed, and process, making their meat an economically viable protein source. Moreover, hens also produce eggs each day that can be eaten or sold. Because of urbanization, economic growth and a change in consumption patterns in developing countries, the demand for eggs in these countries is projected to increase by 70%, and for poultry meat by 170%, between 2010 and 2050.

“The demand for eggs in developing countries is projected to increase by 70% between 2010 and 2050”

The Forum of the Future identified feed innovation as an area for immediate action to meet the demand for animal protein. This makes the idea of tapping into the potential of eggs extremely “eggciting.” Optimized feed for chickens could support farmers through improved egg production and benefit consumers by providing added nutritional value. The nutritional content of eggs is to a certain extent a function of the hen’s dietary intake, and optimal diets improve all phases of egg production: increased egg numbers, egg weights, percentage lay and increased feed efficiency. In the case of many micronutrients, egg content responds to dietary changes within just a few weeks, providing an excellent opportunity to improve the nutritional value of eggs with only limited input in the feed. The transfer efficiency from feed to egg depends on the nutrient and can be high (vitamin A, selenium, iodine, and docosahexaenoic acid [DHA]), medium (vitamins D₃ and E), or low (folic acid, niacin, and iron).

We present our findings here from a recent study in India on how to crack this potential, possible approaches, and likely costs and benefits of such an approach. Through literature review and interviews with eleven experts in backyard poultry farming models, we reviewed business models that engage backyard farmers through micro-leasing, community farming, micro-credit, and micro-distribution of inputs. We also reviewed rural marketing campaigns in India and nutrition education interventions. We found that these models could overcome several challenges that traditional backyard poultry farmers face: high mortality of chicks; low productivity due to high input costs; and limited access to resilient breeds, vaccines, feed, and extension services.
The theory of change

Findings from our primary research show that three areas require the most attention:

1. Empower small and backyard poultry farms that can address the issue of unmet demand for eggs among rural populations.
2. Extend the benefit of improved poultry feed to small and backyard poultry farmers.
3. Design compelling marketing campaigns to reinforce the benefits of eggs.

For any approach to succeed, a coordinated effort is necessary to improve both the supply of eggs (by making them easily available and affordable to rural women with young children) and the demand for eggs (by increasing egg consumption among children under the age of five). In Figure 1, we describe the theory of change of intervening in the egg value chain.

Supply-side investments in backyard poultry

In many parts of rural India, especially those with a high prevalence of child malnutrition, the supply of eggs is far below the market demand. Large commercial poultry farms with flock sizes in the thousands often neglect this customer segment and prefer to focus on meeting urban demand. Backyard poultry farming...
with small flocks of 5 to 20 birds often serve as a good alternative to meet this demand. The birds primarily scavenge on kitchen waste, agricultural waste, and insects. However, in some of the models we reviewed, purchased feed is given as a supplement during brooding and laying stages (Figure 2).

A well-managed flock of 20 birds can provide an egg a day for up to five children, serving the family as well as providing surplus for their neighbors. Our analysis shows that a woman farmer taking up backyard poultry can earn a monthly supplemental income of approximately US$6 while also ensuring the nutritional needs of two children in the family (Figure 3).

A critical element in the development of backyard poultry supply chain is the role of aggregators – local entrepreneurs who provide chicks of improved variety, administer vaccines, and in some cases, brood the chicks to 30 to 45 days age, by which point they are harder when introduced into a farmer’s backyard. These aggregators are local micro-entrepreneurs who, with an initial investment of around $2,500, can earn $1,600 in annual income (Figure 4). In addition to developing aggregators, offering small subsidies to women with children under five can also ensure better targeting.

“A critical element in the development of backyard poultry supply chain is the role of aggregators”

**Demand-side investments to stimulate increased egg consumption**

One of the most common communication models used in rural markets is AICDA – Awareness, Interest, Conviction, Desire and Action. Any static or dynamic promotional elements should get the prospect’s attention, foster the consumer’s interest in the offer, build a desire (and conviction) for the product or service and generate a favorable action by the customer10 (Table 1).

An effective rural marketing campaign to spread the message of the benefits of egg consumption should be built on the following pillars:

1. Focus on three to four below-the-line marketing tactics:
A message that is primarily addressed to mothers with young children is best delivered through the help of local influencers and participatory events, as well as broadcast vans.
Below-the-line marketing activities are broadly defined as those that offer direct, often personal communication to the target audience. These include advocacy channels such as salesforce; expert channels where independent experts engage with target buyers; and social channels consisting of neighbors, friends, family members and associates. These channels are less expensive to use than mass media, easier for tracking return on investment, and more effective – especially in rural areas, where they provide a platform for experience (trial and use) and feedback on the part of the end-consumer.

2. Some above-the-line marketing spend may be required:
Using radio and regional language television channels can help to reinforce the messages.

3. Continued engagement through technology can help message retention: the use of text messages or robocalls to reinforce messages can make them “stickier.” Investments in continued engagement can also be used to tap into referrals and improve coverage through word of mouth.

4. Use supply-side investments to reinforce messages:
Point-of purchase displays on the supply side (i.e. aggregator’s shopfront, packaging material for improved feed) can also serve as secondary modes to reinforce messages.

“The cost to save 1 DALY ranges from $30 to $76”

Our analysis shows that investments in the egg value chain are very effective, the cost to save 1 DALY (disability adjusted life year) ranges from $30 to $76, and an investment of $1 has the potential to generate $7.85 of sustainable income in the hands of rural women.

In conclusion, innovation in feed delivery models is needed to enable smallholders to improve their poultry-farming activities by using locally available resources combined with lower production costs, leading to improved yields as well as increases in the nutritional value of eggs. Social marketing campaigns focused on women and children will stimulate the consumption of eggs and hence improve the nutritional status of local populations, especially the most vulnerable.
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